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For more than thirty years, Pern has conjured visions of brave men and women mounted upon the

backs of dragons. As anyone knows who has been touched by the storytelling magic of Anne

McCaffrey, to read of the exotic world of Pern is to inhabit itâ€”and to experience its extraordinary

dragons is to soar aloft with them and share their dazzling adventures.Now, A Gift of Dragons brings

together three beloved stories and a thrilling new tale of Pern in a single volume illustrated with

beautiful artwork by Tom Kidd. In â€œThe Smallest Dragonboy,â€• Keevan is the youngest

dragonrider candidate, determined to impress a dragon when the next clutch of eggs hatches. But

what transpires will surprise everyoneâ€”Keevan most of all. In â€œThe Girl Who Heard Dragons,â€•

a young girlâ€™s rare ability to communicate with dragons puts her family in danger and will bring

her face to face with her greatest fearsâ€”and with her most secret desire. The â€œRunner of

Pernâ€• is a girl named Tenna, who follows family tradition by delivering messagesâ€”and who will

find her destiny on the mossy traces that runners have used for centuries under the dragon-filled

sky. And finally, a very special gift: an exciting new Pern adventure, published here for the first time,

fresh from the imagination of Anne McCaffrey.From the Hardcover edition.
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A Gift of Dragons contains 4 short stories that take place on Pern. It includes:The Smallest

Dragonboy - Keevan is the youngest dragon candidate and he is also the smallest. It is easy for

other boys to pick on him and to make fun of his desire to become a dragonrider. But this only

makes Keevan more determined then ever to impress a dragon and on his first time on the hatching



grounds, too! But when a horrible accident leaves him alone in the hospital wing during hatching

time, Keevan gives up hope that he will impress a dragon this year - or does he...?The Girl Who

Heard Dragons - Aramina and her family are Holdless, but they are not vagabonds or shiftless

people who were tossed out of their holds because they were too lazy. They were of Benden blood,

forced to flee when Lord Fax killed all of their blood kin before he realized that Benden blood ran in

Aramina's mother's veins. And, just like many others of the Benden lineage, Aramina can hear

dragons and talk to them. She is careful to hide her skill, but Lady Holdless Thella found out

somehow and is determined to use Aramina's talents for her own gain...The Runner of Pern - Tenna

is a runner, just like everyone in her family and spends her time running up and down the trails of

Pern, delivering messages. She is working hard to finish the stitches on her belt and no longer be

an apprentice. But when a reckless driver forces Tenna off of the runner trace, where no horses and

carts are supposed to be allowed, Tenna is injured and upset. She is determined to give this

careless Halgion a good talking to...Ever the Twain - Neru has always dreamed of becoming a

dragonrider, but his twin Nian is afraid of life without him.
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